
 
3 Piles Of Laundry 

(read note at end if needed) 
A-These are the clothes that live by my bed  
A-That pile reminds me to lead with my head. 
B-To lead with your dick, young sir, is a risk, 
C-For wayward and wandering your head will become, 
C-If your sex piece alone is where you start from. 
B-Conceal it, my boy, for once now, tisk! tisk! 
 
A-It will break your strong soul.  
B-It will leave you bereft. 
A-It will take its toll. 
B-There aren’t many left. 
C-Of those who foolishly lead with their dick. 
 
A These are the clothes that live in my closet. 
A-I just now regret saying, do you mind if I pause it? 
B-No, you are right, the show must go on. 
C-I dare not share much for my inwards are rare 
C- To burden you all is cruelly unfair 
B – its not as of interest like which visits anon… 
 
A-The clothes in the basket 
B-All tidy and clean 
A- Go ahead on and ask it, 
B- “How could it have been 
C- One so fucked up inside put such righteous things on?” 
 
There, then, is our point, the whole enchilada 
You think you got me, But you don’t know nada 
The piles askew, myself fragmented 
You know only that which I want you to see 
Its not much of life, only one shard of me 
I’d fear you’d realize the rest are drag minted.  
 
Yes, my young friend, this whole plot was a ruse 
You betwixt me and the door now must choose. 
I’m all hot and bothered by this brain tit for tat 
You said you had come to fix the damn sink! 
My deep thoughts were the means to my ends, one should think! 
No time for the sex? Then to the door my young brat! 
 



For those of us with  
a spot of drag flare, 
cut off by the myth: 
“Polylithic, Don’t Dare” 
Beg you to mind your own clothes piles 
Bitch. 
 
 
 
* I left the rhyme scheme in on purpose because I didn’t quite get it either 
and couldn’t continue without guiding myself.  
And I don’t want anyone to think I’m completely unwound, poetically. (How’s 
that for creative confidence!?!?) 
 


